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The issues
Worsening motor function despite medications 

Motor fluctuations (on, off) 

Dyskinesias 



Deep Brain 
Stimulation
High frequency electrical 
stimulation used to modulate the 
function of a particular brain 
structure



Disadvantages of DBS
Symptomatic therapy only 

Hardware based treatment 

Complications - infection, erosion, migration... 

Battery dependent 

Significant time and compliance requirements 

Adjusting stimulator settings



Cell transplant
Adrenal cell transplants (1980’s) 

Benefits not sustained 

Fetal cell transplants 

Early studies showed promise, but two placebo controlled trials 
failed to show benefit 

56% of pts in one study had persistent dyskinesias, even in the 
“off” state



Cell transplant
These studies showed that cell transplants can be done and 
some proportion of the cells survive, but significant issues and 
questions remain 

What are the immune response issues? 

How well are the cells dispersed? 

Do cells integrate into the local network? 



Gene therapy
Uses an inactivated virus (viral vector) to transport a “good” 
gene into the brain 

Provides a means to alter brain function in an biologically 
“cleaner” way 



AAV2
Adeno Associated Virus 

Naturally occurring 

Not known to cause disease 

Minimal immune response when delivered directly to CNS 

Strong affinity to neurons

L-ITR R-ITRNeurturinCAG promoter
Poly A



Technique Open label 
trial

Placebo 
control trial

Human fetal 
allograft Major 

improvement

No benefit

Porcine fetal 
allograft Major 

improvement

No benefit

Intraputaminal 
GDNF infusion

Major 
improvement

No benefit



Why?
Strong placebo effect 
Inadequate delivery methods 

Bartus et al, 2011



AADC - rationale
Amino acid decarboxylase 

Converts oral L-dopa to 
dopamine in the brain 

As PD progresses, amount of 
AADC continues to drop 

AADC



AADC - preclinical
MPTP primate model of PD 

Infusion of AAV carrying AADC resulted in stable expression 

Resulted in dramatic reduction in L-dopa requirements 

Appeared safe
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Phase I AAV-AADC

10 patients 

Convection enhanced 
delivery 

6 months rating scales + PET



(Christine et al, 2009)
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How can we make
gene delivery better?

Less invasive

Visualize what is happening…
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Infusion strategy
Single point infusions in the middle of the 
target are bad… 

Cannot “move” away from perivascular spaces 

Harder to control reflux if it occurs




